A recently reported anomaly in the time structure of signals in the KARMEN neutrino detector suggests the decay of a new particle x, produced in π + → µ + x with mass m x = 33.9 MeV. We discuss the constraints and difficulties in interpreting x as a neutrino. We show that a mainly-sterile neutrino scenario is compatible with all laboratory constraints, within narrow limits on the mixing parameters, although there are problems with astrophysical and cosmological constraints. This scenario predicts that appreciable numbers of other x-decay events with different origins and time structures should also be observable in the KARMEN detector.
The KARMEN collaboration, which studies the interactions of neutrinos from the stopped π + decay chain at RAL, has recently reported an anomaly [1] in the timedependence of their signals. This anomaly suggests the production of a new weaklyinteracting neutral particle (call it x) in the initial π + decays, which travels with well determined velocity β x = v x /c ≃ 1/60 and decays in the detector after a mean flight path of 17.5 m. The distinctive feature of the x-events is their timing, apparently at a well determined interval 3.6µs after the arrival and prompt decay of the pion pulse (which determines β x ); however, the visible energy in the detector scintillator shows no anomaly, so x decays apparently deposit visible energy similar to typical neutrino interactions.
The present note briefly discusses the interpretation of x as a massive neutrino. We show that a mainly-sterile neutrino scenario is compatible with all laboratory constraints, for either Dirac or Majorana options, within rather narrow bounds on the mixing parameters. There are some problems with astrophysical and cosmological constraints, but it is interesting nevertheless to explore the further implications for laboratory experiments which can test this interpretation directly. This scenario predicts that appreciable numbers of other x-decay events with different origins and time structures should also be observable in the KARMEN detector. Such x-decay events should also be found in the LSND experiment at LAMPF [2] and may be relevant to the ongoing search forν µ →ν e oscillations [3] .
If we postulate no other new particles below the pion mass, then the precise time structure [1] requires x production to go via one of the two-body modes π + → µ + x or π + → e + x . However the latter implies mass m x = 137.2 MeV (determined from β x ) and hence anomalously large visible x-decay energy, with mean value < T vis > ≃ 51
MeV for x → µeν → eeννν or < T vis > ≃ 88 MeV for x → eeν, compared to neutrino interactions that typically give T vis ∼ 11−35 MeV [1] . We must therefore presume that x is produced via π + → µ + x, with m x = 33.9 MeV determined from β x . Assuming no new weak interactions, the standard decay mode is x → e − e + ν e ; note that flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) processes x → ννν and x → νγ are highly suppressed for a standard isodoublet neutrino (we consider the isosinglet case later) [4, 5] .
The neutrino charged-current eigenstates ν αL (α = e, µ, τ ) which appear in the weak interaction coupled via W to e, µ, τ , may be written as coherent superpositions of mass eigenstates ν iL (i = 1, 2, . . . x) using the usual mixing matrix U αi ;
(In general U is a n × n matrix, with α running over all SU(2) L multiplet assignments and i running over all masses). Then the x production and decay processes are scaled by factors |U µx | 2 and |U ex | 2 , respectively:
where λ(a, b, c) = a 2 + b 2 + c 2 − 2ab − 2bc − 2ca and we neglect m 2 e /m 2 x ; we recall that Majorana neutrinos decay twice as fast as Dirac neutrinos with the same coupling, because their right chiral components are not inert. Hence the production branching fraction and mean decay lifetime are simply given by
The correlation between branching fraction and lifetime, needed to explain the KARMEN anomaly, was shown as a curve in the (τ, B) plane in Ref. [1] . We reproduce this as the solid curve in Fig.1 Direct experimental constraints on the mixing elements |U αi | are summarized in Ref. [6] ; they generally depend on mass and the constraints we quote below are all for m x = 33.9 MeV. Absence of a correction to the ρ parameter of the e spectrum in µ → eνν decay gives [7] 
Absence of decay events in neutrino beams gives [8, 9, 10] |U ex | |U µx | < 1.5 × 10 −5 .
Absence of anomalous contributions to π → eν gives [11] |U ex | 2 < 0.85 × 10 −6 .
Limits from neutrinoless ββ-decay searches [12] on the effective ν e Majorana mass m νe = |Σ j η j m j U 2 ej |, where η j = ± is the CP signature of Majorana neutrino ν j , would require (see also Ref. [13] )
where we have conservatively taken m νe < 2 eV [12] . This bound would apply if x were a Majorana state and there were no substantial cancellations in the sum but not if x were a Dirac neutrino or part of a quasi-Dirac pair (with opposite CP signatures). Other direct laboratory constraints are weaker than these [6] . Studies of short muon tracks in π → µ → e events, from pions stopping in emulsion, would give stringent constraints on |U µx | for m x < 33 MeV [7] ; but for the present value m x = 33.9 MeV, the muon kinetic energy is only 1.5 keV giving an unobservable track length less than 1 micron, so no constraint can be derived on this basis. The x mass and mixing predict a contribution to the µ → eγ branching fraction [14] B(µ → eγ) = 3αm
a factor ∼ 2 × 10 12 below the experimental upper limit [6] . The constraints of Eqs. (6)- (8) are shown on Fig.1 ; they leave a range of "solutions" to the KARMEN anomaly, based on x → e − e + ν decay, described by
There are also constraints on the mass and identification of x. The ARGUS bound m(ν τ ) < 31 MeV [15] , the CLEO bound m(ν τ ) < 32.6 MeV [16] and the recent ALEPH bound m(ν τ ) < 24 MeV [17] (all at 95% C.L.), exclude x from being the major component of ν τ . Since LEP experiments measure N ν = 2.988 ± 0.023 [18] light neutrino species (weighted by their isodoublet mixing factors), the chiral component x L participating in standard weak interactions must then be dominantly isosinglet, i.e. sterile.
An isodoublet interpretation of x is also excluded by cosmological and astrophysical arguments concerning unstable neutrinos in the mass and lifetime range of interest [19] .
If x has standard weak interactions, its cosmological relic abundance would be sufficiently high that its decay products would have distorted the spectrum of the 2.73 K blackbody radiation background unless its lifetime were less than ∼ 10 5 s [20, 21] . This requires
(for m x = 33.9 MeV) and removes part of the solution range in Eq. (13) . At such early times the background photons are energetic enough to be Compton scattered by the e + e − pairs from x decay to energies above the 2 H photofission threshold and may thus undo nucleosynthesis [21] . Taking into account the energy degradation due to γ − γ scattering [22] this sets a lifetime bound of < ∼ 2 × 10 3 s [23] corresponding
, which leaves only a tiny region of the remaining solution range.
(Further constraints on isodoublets from consideration of the entropy production by the decaying particle are rather sensitive to the adopted upper limit to the primordial 4 He abundance [24] .) This loophole is closed by consideration of the production and decays of massive neutrinos in Supernova 1987A. For example the process x → ν e e + e − γ operates at a rate α/2π relative to the decay x → ν e e + e − and would have generated a γ ray burst which was not observed by the SMM satellite [25] . When combined with other arguments relating to energy deposition inside the supernova [26] , as well as experimental bounds on fast ν τ decays [8, 9] , this rules out all lifetimes shorter than ∼ 10 8 s [27] , forbidding the entire solution range for doublet neutrinos.
In order to evade the above bounds, it may appear adequate to require x to be mainly sterile since its direct production, both in supernovae and in the early universe, is then suppressed. However, sterile neutrinos can also be produced through their mixing with doublet neutrinos, modulated by matter effects. During the collapse phase of a supernova, resonant ν e → x conversions may cause rapid deleptonisation of the core which would probably prevent the supernova explosion [28] ; however this does not happen for ∆m 2 > ∼ 10 8 eV 2 so will not apply to the x particle. Secondly the energy loss due to emission of sterile neutrinos during the cooling phase would have excessively shortened theν e burst from SN 1987A for a mixing in the range |U ex | 2 ∼ 10 −9 − 10 −2 [29] ; this argument applies to a neutrino with mass up to ∼ 50 − 100 MeV [30] (see also Ref. [13] ) and will rule out the allowed region for x. Most crucially, the absence of a γ ray burst from SN 1987A would, as in the case of doublet neutrinos discussed above, rule out radiative decays [30] with lifetimes in the range ∼ 10 1 − 10 8 s, taking into account the enhancement of radiative decays for a singlet neutrino (see below). The production of sterile neutrinos through neutrino oscillations in the early universe [31] also presents a problem since x particles can be brought into thermal equilibrium at temperatures exceeding a few GeV. Although the x relic abundance is thus substantially diluted by the entropy release during the subsequent quark-hadron phase transition, x decays with a lifetime > ∼ 0.1 s will have an adverse effect on primordial nucleosynthesis [32] (see also
Ref. [13] ). Thus the interpretation of the KARMEN anomaly as a singlet neutrino is severely challenged by astrophysical and cosmological arguments, although there may be a loophole for fast decays with lifetime ≪ 0.1 s which occur in the supernova core and, in the early universe, before nucleosynthesis. Therefore we proceed to examine the implications of this hypothesis for laboratory experiments which can test it definitively.
Identifying x as mainly sterile has several distinct repercussions for the x-decay modes, since GIM cancellations no longer suppress FCNC:
(i) The x → ννν invisible modes are now appreciable; we obtain
assuming that just one singlet neutrino flavour takes part and the other 3 neutrinos are much lighter than x; thus the invisible branching fraction is never less than 50%. But our determination of |U ex | 2 from the KARMEN B/τ plot is preserved, because the latter is determined by the visible decays only: τ = Γ(x → vis) −1 . Adding invisible decay modes increases the total x-width and hence the total number of decays in a given detector, but the visible fraction decreases by the same factor and the number of visible decays remains unchanged (so long as the distance to the detector remains much less than the mean decay length, which is the case here).
(ii) Radiative decays x → νγ, going via loop diagrams, also escape GIM suppression for mainly-singlet x ; we obtain [4, 5] Γ
assuming one singlet and summing 3 light final flavours as before. Radiative decays are thus between 0.4% and 0.8% of total decays, but can dominate visible decays as follows:
(iii) When x → νγ modes start to dominate over x → e − e + ν in the visible decays, we can no longer compensate an increase in x-production (increase in |U µx | 2 ) by a decrease Fig.1 .
(iv) A new class of solution is possible, in which x → νγ dominates the visible decays, in contrast to the solutions displayed in Fig.1 
which automatically satisfies the requirement |U µx | 2 < 2 × 10 −3 from Eq.(6). They are also constrained by the preliminary bound on ν τ → ν i γ decays [33] from the BEBC-WA66 beam dump experiment [9] , which here translates into
The x mean lifetime, dominated by x → ννν decays, can range between about 50 s (at the limit where |U µx | >> |U τ x |) to about 5 × 10 −3 s (where |U τ x | approaches its upper limit from Eq.(19)). Thus the x mean decay length is always much greater than the distance to the KARMEN detector, as required. Also at the lower end of this lifetime range, the cosmological and astrophysical constraints may perhaps be evaded.
We now address the further implications of the x-neutrino scenario for laboratory experiments. This scenario implies that, with the stopped π + decay chain as the neutrino source, x will be produced not only via π + → µ + x (giving the time-signatured anomaly in the KARMEN detector), but also via π → e + x and µ + →ν µ xe + ,xν e e + channels. It is interesting to ask how many of these x should decay in the KARMEN detector (or other detectors), compared to the anomaly events, and what their signatures may be.
(a) The π + → e + x channel. The rate depends on |U ex | 2 . The fraction that decay in a given detector depends inversely on the momentum with which x is produced. Hence the ratio of detected x decays from this channel compared to "anomaly" events from
In these events x has velocity β x = 0.89 and reaches the detector essentially in coincidence with the prompt ν µ burst from the initial pion pulse, well within the resolution defined by the 100 ns pulse length at the KARMEN source. For solutions with dominant x → e − e + ν visible decays, the spectrum of visible energy (summed e + e − kinetic energies) is shown in Fig.2 |U τ x | 2 , then the π → ex production channel will be important, giving decay photon energies from 4 to 70 MeV with mean energy 26 MeV, to be compared with a narrow spike at E γ = 17 MeV from anomaly events.
(b) The µ + →ν µ xe + channel. Once again the rate depends on |U ex | 2 and the fraction decaying in a given detector depends inversely on the x-momentum. Numerical calculations give the detected event ratio:
There is a spread of velocities 0 < β x < 0.95, but these events are smeared anyway by the parent muon lifetime and arrive with essentially the same time distribution as thē ν µ and ν e interaction events. The detected visible energy spectrum for solutions with dominant x → e − e + ν , calculated for the µ → x → eeν cascade with full spin-correlated decay matrix elements [34] , is shown in Fig.2 ; it has mean value < T vis > ≃ 26 MeV.
This spectrum roughly resembles the 12 C(ν e , e − )X spectrum shown in Ref. [1] , but has a longer tail above 35 MeV, so it should be possible to distinguish one from the other. As with channel (a) above, this channel is suppressed by |U ex | 2 /|U µx | 2 < ∼ 10 −2 for Majorana
x → e − e + ν solutions, but is important for a subset of x → νγ solutions , for which the decay photon energies extend from 5 to 53 MeV with mean value 26 MeV.
(c) The µ + →xν e e + channel. Here the rate depends on |U µx | 2 instead, like the "anomaly" channel π → µx. Numerical calculations give the detected event ratio:
As with channel (b), these events have essentially the same time distribution as theν µ and ν e interaction events; on the other hand, the number of these events compared to time-anomaly events is now firmly predicted. The detected visible energy spectrum for
x → e − e + ν solutions is shown in Fig.2 ; like case (b) it has mean value < T vis > ≃ 26
MeV and can be distinguished from conventional 12 C(ν e , e − )X by the tail above 35 MeV.
For x → νγ solutions, the decay photon again has energies between 5 and 53 MeV with mean value 28 MeV.
To summarize, a mainly-sterile neutrino interpretation for x is consistent with all laboratory constraints, within limited ranges of mixing parameters, for both Dirac and Majorana options, although there are some astrophysical and cosmological problems. Solutions with dominant x → e − e + ν visible decays are constrained by Eqs. (6)- (13), (17); here the mixing parameters |U µx | and |U ex | are adjusted to give compatible values of branching fraction B and visible-mode lifetime τ in Fig.1 (while |U τ x | is negligible) . Alternative solutions with dominant x → νγ visible decays are constrained by Eqs. (6), (16), (18)- (19);
here B and τ are determined by |U µx | and |U τ x | instead (while |U ex | is negligible). Such interpretations imply that other sources of x-production should contribute appreciable additional x-decay events in the KARMEN detector, with different time-structures; in channels (a) and (b) the event rate depends on |U ex | and is appreciable in some Dirac
x → e − e + ν solutions and some x → νγ solutions, but in channel (c) the event rate is always 40% of the anomaly event rate. Similar x-decay signals should also appear in the LSND detector [2] . Since both detectors have approximately the same density, and since both ν-interaction and x-decay events have the same inverse-square dependence on distance L (so long as L << β x γ x τ x c), the ratio of interactions to decays should be approximately the same in both experiments. Such x decays could conceivably provide a background to theν µ →ν e oscillation search currently under way [3] , although theν e p → e + n signal is distinguishable in principle by detecting the delayed 2.2 MeV gamma from the subsequent neutron capture n(p, d)γ. In high-energy neutrino beams, however, where the parent pions have been boosted to energies E π = γm π with γ >> 1, the number of x-decays in a given detector volume will scale down as p * x /[E *
x γ] (where p * and E * are π-restframe momentum and energy) while the ν interactions will scale up as γ; thus the fraction that are decays decreases as 1/γ 2 and rapidly becomes negligible. Hence x → e + e − ν decays cannot contribute significantly to the apparent e/µ excess in atmospheric neutrino events [35] , where the parent pions and kaons have energies of O(GeV). Similarly, there should be a negligible x → e + e − ν contribution in accelerator experiments such as BNL-E776 [36] which set an upper limit on ν µ → ν e andν µ →ν e oscillations using GeV neutrinos.
Finally, we note that isosinglet (sterile) neutrinos occur naturally in SO(10) and E 6
GUT models, as members of the basic fermion families [19] . A very light (≈ 10 −2 eV) sterile neutrino has been suggested as a possible [37] or even necessary [38] participant in solar neutrino oscillations, while one with a mass of O(keV) is a good candidate for 'warm' dark matter [39] . Heavy singlet neutrinos could cause distinctive lepton-numbernonconserving, lepton-flavour-changing and lepton-universality-breaking effects in a wide range of laboratory processes [40] . 2. Visible energy spectra for x → eeν decays from various sources, weighted by the inverse of the x momentum for the relative decay probability in a given detector.
The solid curve denotes the stopped π + → µ + x source; dotted, dashed, and dotdashed curves denote the π + → e + x, π + → µ + →ν µ xe + and π + → µ + →xν e e + sources, respectively.
Erratum
In the case that neutrino x is mainly isosinglet (sterile), we overlooked neutral-current contributions to the decay x → νe + e − , as pointed out by J. Peltoniemi (hep-ph/9606228).
The corrected width for small mixing is
where x W ≡ sin 2 θ W = 0.23, K = 1(2) for Dirac (Majorana) x and the |U ex | 2 term includes charged-current contributions. The visible decay width (including x → νγ) and total width then become
The KARMEN event rate determines the product B (π
with B = 0.0285 |U µx | 2 as before, which allows different types of solution:
For Majorana Concerning additional sources of x at KARMEN, the π + → ex and µ + →ν µ xe + channels depend on the ratio |U ex /U µx | 2 as before; this ratio is < ∼ 1 for (A) and (B) but
can be large for type-(C) solutions. The µ + →xν e e + rate is fixed and unchanged. 
